Route planner for Les Deux Platanes, Le Breuil aux Gittons, 36700 Clion sur
Indre – both routes will take circa 6 – 7 hrs depending upon speed and
number of stops.
From Calais (from Boulogne you can join the motorway at either J29 or J28)
Take the A16 South to Junction 23 Abbeville (cost approx 7 euros), then join
the A28 south to Rouen (free).
On the map ignore numbers
1,2,3 and 6 – I printed this to
show the route through Rouen!

Follow signs for Le Mans and A13 making sure as you cross the river Seine
you are in the right hand (inside) lane as the turn off is straight after the bridge
and is a very tight turn. The dual carriageway will bring you to the famous ‘cow
island’ (a roundabout with cow sculptures on) and then on towards the A13 at
Junction 22.

You then have a choice: Motorway (A) or non-motorway (B).
Route A
Take the right hand lane towards Le Havre. Stay on the A13 until just after the
services when you will join the A28 again – signposted Bordeaux.
At Le Mans take the A11 direction Paris but after 9 kilometers you take the
A28 again towards Tours.
The section from Rouen to Tours will cost approx 26 euros
At the end of the A28 you join the A10 which will bring you through Tours.
Take Junction 24 signposted Loches (90 cents)
After the peage turn left at the roundabout and follow signs for Loches.
You will eventually join the D943. After Loches, follow Chatillon sur Indre/
Chateauroux still on the D943 which will bring you eventually to the turnoff for
Le Breuil.

Just through Chatillon sur Indre watch for a small sign in blue for Maison
Carreau. The next turn right is for Le Breuil. Stay on the village road until you
come to the gite.
Route B
Take the left hand lane towards Paris and join the A13 to Junction 19 for
Evreux then join the A154 which becomes the N154. At Nonancourt join the
N12 to Dreux. Follow signs for Chartres (N154 again).
From Chartres follow signs for Chateaudun (N10) then Blois (D924).
Again, the map is just for
guidance.

From there follow Chateauroux (may also say Orleans). This will bring you
around Blois North East of the city on a dual carriageway. The D956 will bring
you to Contres, and at the traffic lights in the town take the right hand fork to
St Aignan (D675) (not the left hand fork which is to Chateauroux). You should
start to see signs for Chatillon sur Indre.
At the traffic lights in Chatillon, turn left towards Bouzancais and Chateauroux.
Just after leaving Chatillon, watch for the small blue Maisn Carreau sign and
take the next right for Le Breuil aux Gittons. Stay on the village road until you
come to Les Deux Platanes (no 20).
Both A and B will take the same amount of time – approx 7 hours, although B
is 50K shorter.

